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ABSTRACT 

Solar photovoltaic (PV) array systems can suffer from reduced performance due to parasitic capacitances that 

create a closed-loop path, causing leakage current. This can lead to electromagnetic interference and reduced PV 

panel lifespan. But there's good news: we've developed a passive filter that effectively suppresses the leakage 

current without requiring additional semiconductor switches. We've analyzed the system's frequency-domain and 

optimized the filter parameters to ensure peak performance. Our adaptive controller extracts the fundamental 

component of the load current for optimal harmonic compensation. Simulation results show that our passive filter 

is effective in suppressing leakage current within limits based on the DIN and NB/T grid codes. We've even 

performed comparative analyses to validate the practical feasibility and effectiveness of our system. And with our 

real-time hardware-in-loop (HIL) performance analysis for multiple operating cases, we've achieved total 

harmonic distortions (THDs) of the grid current within 5% as per the revised IEEE standard 519 and IEC standard 

61727. Say goodbye to leakage current and hello to peak performance with our innovative passive filter design. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Solar electric systems are an excellent choice for those looking to power their homes or businesses with renewable 

energy. At the core of these systems is the solar panel, also known as a photovoltaic solar panel. These panels 

come in various types, including monocrystalline, polycrystalline, and thin-film, each with their unique 

characteristics and specifications. Monocrystalline panels, for example, are made from single-crystal silicon and 

are known for their high efficiency, while polycrystalline panels are made from multiple silicon crystals and are 

more affordable. The solar panel itself is made up of an array of series and parallel connected solar cells, which 

generate a potential difference of about 0.5 volts each. The cells are typically made from silicon, which is a highly 
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efficient semiconductor material. To charge a standard 12-volt battery, multiple solar cells must be connected in 

series to achieve the 14 to 18 volts necessary for charging. Solar electric systems offer numerous benefits, 

including lower energy bills, reduced reliance on nonrenewable energy sources, and a smaller carbon footprint. 

Additionally, many solar panels come with warranties that can last up to 25 years, ensuring that your investment 

is protected for years to come. With a solar electric system, you can enjoy the peace of mind that comes with 

knowing you're doing your part to protect the planet while also saving money on your energy bills. 

ADAPTIVE CONTROL 

Adaptive control is a control method that adjusts the parameters of a control system in real-time to maintain 

optimal performance. It is a feedback control system that uses information from the system being controlled to 

modify the control inputs and ensure that the system operates at peak efficiency. Adaptive control systems are 

particularly useful in situations where the controlled system is subject to changes in its behavior, such as changes 

in load or environmental conditions. By constantly adjusting the control parameters, adaptive control systems can 

maintain optimal control performance even in the face of these changes. Adaptive control is used in a wide range 

of applications, including robotics, aerospace, and manufacturing. It is a powerful technology that allows control 

systems to adapt and optimize their performance in real-time, making it an essential tool in modern control 

engineering. 

FILTER DESIGN 

This text presents a robust design for a passive filter that will significantly enhance the performance of a grid-tied 

solar PV array system. By suppressing switching voltage and current harmonics and offering higher impedance at 

the resonance frequency, this filter will effectively eliminate the resonance component from the grid and suppress 

leakage current. It is essential to choose the damping ratio appropriately to suppress the resonance frequency 

effectively. The text provides three cases to illustrate the effect of the damping ratio on the frequency domain plot 

and impedance offered at high-frequency asymptote. The filter parameters determined for optimal performance 

are 1.25 kΩ, 8 mH, and 126.65 nF. With this robust filter design, the grid-tied solar PV array system can operate 

at peak efficiency and deliver optimal performance.  

 

SCHEMATIC  DIAGRAM 

 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

A MPPT or maximum power point tracker 

MPPT, which stands for Maximum Power Point Tracking, is an algorithm used in charge controllers to extract the 

maximum available power from a PV module under certain conditions. The maximum power point, or peak power 

voltage, is the voltage at which a PV module can produce its maximum power. This value varies depending on 

solar radiation, ambient temperature, and solar cell temperature. A MPPT, or maximum power point tracker, is an 

electronic DC to DC converter that optimizes the match between the solar array and the battery bank or utility 
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grid. In simpler terms, it converts the higher voltage DC output from solar panels (and some wind generators) 

down to the lower voltage required to charge batteries. MPPTs are sometimes referred to as "power point trackers" 

for short, not to be confused with "panel trackers," which are a solar panel mount that follows or tracks the sun. 

 

COMPONENTS 

Solar Panels 

                    The primary component of a solar electric system is the solar panel, which is also known as a 

photovoltaic solar panel. There are different types of solar panels available in the market. A solar panel, or solar 

module, is an array of solar cells connected in series and parallel. Each solar cell generates a potential difference 

of approximately 0.5 volts. Therefore, to charge a 12-volt battery, the desired number of solar cells must be 

connected in series to obtain 14 to 18 volts. 

 

               

 

Batteries 

In a grid-tie solar generation system, the solar modules are directly connected to the inverter, not the load. The 

power collected from solar panels is not constant but varies with the intensity of sunlight. As a result, solar 

modules cannot directly feed any electrical equipment. Instead, they feed an inverter whose output is synchronized 

with the external grid supply. In this system, the battery is charged by solar electricity, and then it feeds a load 

directly or through an inverter. This approach ensures that the variation of power quality due to the variation of 

sunlight intensity is avoided in the solar power system. As a result, an uninterrupted and uniform power supply is 

maintained. 

Controller 

                   It is not desirable to overcharge or under discharge a lead acid battery, as both these situations can 

severely damage the battery system. To avoid such scenarios, a controller is required to be attached to the system. 

The controller helps to maintain the flow of current to and from the batteries, ensuring that overcharging and 

under discharging do not occur. 

Inverter 

 

                In a solar power system, the electricity generated by the solar panels is DC, whereas the electricity from 

the grid supply is AC. To run common equipment from both sources, an inverter is required to convert the DC of 

the solar system to AC of the same level as the grid supply. In an off-grid system, the inverter is connected across 

the battery terminals to convert DC into AC. In a grid-tie system, the solar panel is directly connected to the 

inverter, which feeds the grid with the same voltage and frequency power.                    
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Grid Tie Solar System 

            Grid-tie solar systems come in two types: with a single macro central inverter and multiple micro inverters. 

In the former type, the solar panels and grid supply are connected to a common central inverter called a grid-tie 

inverter. It converts solar panel DC to grid-level AC and feeds it to the grid and consumer’s distribution panel. 

The grid-tie inverter monitors the grid's power supply. During a power cut, it disconnects the solar system to 

prevent solar electricity from being fed back to the grid. An energy meter records the energy exported to and 

imported from the grid. 

                                 

Solar Cell 

              A solar cell is a plate or cell that converts solar energy into useful electrical energy. The sun is an 

enormous source of energy that will never run out, making it the primary source of renewable energy. A solar cell 

is a device made of a p-n junction diode that uses the photovoltaic effect to convert light energy into electrical 

energy.                                

ADVANTAGES 

• Improved Energy Efficiency 

• Enhanced System Reliability 

• Reduced Equipment Damage 

• Compliance with Safety Standards 

• Improved Power Quality 

 

CONCLUSION 

The passive filter design is presented for solar PV array systems to alleviate the leakage current enabling power 

quality improvement features. The novel passive filter design technique is studied and analyzed the dynamics 

under various operating scenarios. The stability and convergence analysis of the adaptive controller has been 

demonstrated to evince the robustness property and the boundedness of estimated harmonic components, 

respectively. Simulation results demonstrate satisfactory performances under various dynamic operating scenarios  

.Comparative leakage current analysis and THD performance versus the variation in solar power generation have 

been carried out to ensure the efficacy of the presented work over the state-of-art strategies. 
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